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Online First allows final versions of articles (full articles pending volumen assignment) to be 

published online before be ingincluded in an electronic version of the volume. Access to the full text 

of articles is available through the "Online First" section of the journal's website. 

 

Advantages of Online First 

 
Online First provides clear advantages to researchers and users of Management Letters / 

Cuadernos de Gestión content. It allows subscribers the possibility of accessing the most recent 

papers in the field. Authors also benefit by having the time between submission and publication of 

their articles considerably reduced. Online First publication allows an author's research to be 

published prior to final volumen assignment and therefore reaches its audience more quickly, 

enabling the article to achieve wider use and exposure, including citation opportunities. 
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Papers published Online First are citable using the date of publication in the online version and the 

DOI number. Management Letters / Cuadernos de gestión, as a member of "Cross Ref", assigns 

Digital Object Identifiers (DOI) to all its content for use in digital networks, and the metadata 

associated with this content is registered with the DOI Foundation (www.doi.org), which enhances 

the accessibility and dissemination of published works. 

 

DOIs provide a permanent identification system for manuscripts published in the online 

environment, even after they have been assigned to the volume. Information such as volume, 

number and pagination are not assigned to online articles, as this is not known until the publication 

process has been completed, so these articles should be cited as follows: 
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Once the article has been assigned to a specific volume, it must be cited taking into account the 

information in the volume, but always keeping the DOI number: 
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Each article DOI is registered in CrossRef (www.crossref.org), allowing permanent access to each 

article and providing editors with the possibility to link their references to articles when they are 
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